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PART I INTRODUCTION

The burgeoning gig economy largely operates outside of existing labour standards, mainly because in most countries workers are classified as self-employed rather than as employees. Until now, much legal effort has been focused on bringing platform workers within the scope of labour law by proving that they fit the definition of employee or worker, which functions as the gateway to employment rights. This has yielded some positive outcomes, particularly in exposing sham self-employment. However, this approach is limited, not least because platforms are adept at reconfiguring their conditions of work to avoid the legal definition of employee, or at fragmenting their corporate structure to evade the jurisdiction of courts in the region where workers in fact find themselves. By contrast, not enough attention has been paid to how labour law standards, fashioned for the ‘employee’ paradigm, should be reshaped to meet the needs of platform workers regardless of their employment status.

It is these challenges that the Fairwork project in South Africa aims to address. It brings together social scientists and lawyers to establish novel means of developing
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appropriate labour standards as well as to test alternative means of compliance, using both reputational means and legal change. Funded by the ESRC Global Challenges Research Fund, the project has created a ranking scheme to evaluate the working conditions of digital platform workers. Drawing inspiration from the Fairtrade and Living Wage campaigns, it aims to create pressure on platforms to improve working conditions through a public ranking system which scores selected platforms according to their record under five broad principles: fair pay, fair conditions, fair contract, fair management and fair representation. Such scores, as well as appealing to the reputational concerns of platforms, can be used by workers to negotiate for better working conditions, and by consumers. Concurrently, we aim to use the empirical work to develop standards capable of being given legally binding force.

This paper addresses a key issue arising from the project. Given that the limited impact of legal regulation has prompted action to be taken outside of labour law in this area, what, if any, is the ongoing role of labour law? It will be shown that there is an important two-way interaction between rating standards and legal regulation. Only through ensuring that this interaction remains and grows, will both labour law and rating principles be capable, ultimately, of advancing decent work for platform workers. Part II examines pathways to change, setting out the project and its overall rationales. Part III examines the substance of the rating principles and their interaction with legal employment rights. Part IV touches on how rating principles might be translated into legally binding standards capable of responding to the needs of platform workers. It concludes that they should be seen as crucially complementary.

PART II PATHWAYS TO CHANGE

By platform work, we mean work which is organized and mediated by digital labour platforms such as Uber.\(^1\) It is common for platforms to classify workers as self-employed and therefore outside of any labour law protections. Litigation contesting this classification has had mixed results, usually depending on how the court construes the extent to which the platform has control over its workers.\(^2\) This leaves open multiple
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opportunities for platforms to recast the nature of the relationship to evade these tests, leaving it up to workers to mount further legal challenges. All the workers in the Fair-work study were classified by the relevant platforms as self-employed.

The limits of labour law’s ability to fill this regulatory space prompts us to ask whether there are other ways of achieving decent work for platform workers. Teubner has famously argued that the ‘command and control’ nature of law triggers the ‘regulatory trilemma’: it either prompts strategies of resistance from the regulated body; or risks damaging the latter; or brings the law itself into disrepute.3 This is clearly demonstrated when platforms such as Uber re-characterize their relationships with workers specifically to avoid attempted legal regulation. This suggests that in addition to command-and-control, other ways are needed to prompt change in organizations. This is not, of course, a new insight for labour law, where the ability of law to control capital in favour of workers has always been regarded with fundamental scepticism.4 The traditional response is to marginalize command-and-control legal regulation and instead prioritize autonomous norms arising from collective bargaining between capital and organized labour. In this way, the power of capital will be counterbalanced with the power of organized labour. There have been some valiant attempts to organize platform workers.5 However, because platform work is decentralized and fragmented and workers are often in competition with each other for work, collective organization is difficult to achieve.

What other possibilities, then, are there for prompting change within organizations to achieve decent work for platform workers, including fostering collective organization and eventually changes in the law? The first step is to move away from the assumption that compliance can only occur through a ‘classic deterrence’ approach, or ‘a mechanism of deterrence which works via commands against misconduct spelled out in legal rules, monitoring of compliance by a state regulatory agency, and application of punitive sanctions for breach’.6 Regulatory studies have shown that this does not properly describe how successful regulation should operate. Instead of discrete legal measures, studies have turned to the notion of social control, functioning through a web of influences.7


6 C Parker and J Braithwaite, ‘Regulation’ in M Tushnet and P Cane (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Legal Studies (OUP 2005), 129.
7 Ibid 129.
Most importantly, empirical research has shown that in assessing the disadvantages of non-compliance, individuals or management do not only consider the direct costs, such as the size of a possible fine. In addition, they afford great significance to the indeterminate costs of bad publicity, and to maintaining or advancing corporate reputation.\(^8\) Indeed, studies of organizational behaviour have suggested that informal sanctions, including negative publicity and public criticism, can have a greater deterrent impact than formal legal sanctions.\(^9\)

At the same time, it is clear that there is a need for background legal sanctions, to bind recalcitrant actors who have little need for reputational uplift, and to reassure those who do comply that they will not be undercut. Ayers and Braithwaite’s well-known regulatory pyramid suggests that regulation works best when it begins with persuasion or cooperative strategies, and escalates up the pyramid to warnings and eventually to legal sanctions of increasing levels of intensity.\(^10\) Although it has been critiqued and modified in many ways, this approach remains highly influential and has been applied by governments and regulators.\(^11\)

Our project therefore works in two dimensions: we appeal to the influence of reputation, publicity and consumer power,\(^12\) while simultaneously shaping appropriate legal standards and exploring avenues to achieve their adoption. We use a ranking system rather than a pass-fail certification to reflect the many-faceted nature of decent work and to create a publicly available record of the standards of work provided by specific platforms. Comparing platforms’ scores publicly on a league table aims to incentivise them to improve their ranking.

The challenge is to provide rating scales which can underpin standards of decent work in this complex domain, while also giving meaningful incentives to platforms to comply and informing changes in the legal structure. Platforms are scored out of ten points, based on five principles of fair work: fair wages, fair conditions, fair contracts, fair management, and fair representation. Each principle is broken down into two points, one at a more basic level of protection, and the second at a higher level. The ranking principles have been carefully fashioned, with inputs from labour lawyers, platform managers, platform workers, government officials and other key stakeholders.

Evidence for scoring is drawn from three sources. We begin with desk research, to gain information about the platform, how it operates and the terms and conditions visible to the public. Secondly, we interview platform managers, asking them to provide evidence for each point on the ranking system. This also opens up a dialogue
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\(^8\) Ibid 131.


\(^10\) I Ayers and J Braithwaite, Responsive Regulation (Oxford University Press 1992), 35.


for the platform to agree changes to better achieve the Fairwork principles. Where platform managers do not agree to interview, scoring is based on the other two sources. Thirdly, we interview workers, the aim being to interview six to ten workers for each platform. For the 2020 ranking in South Africa, 74 workers were interviewed across eleven platforms. These are not representative; instead, they function to confirm or refute evidence produced by platforms. For example, worker interviews showing that they are paid less than the minimum wage can be used to deduct points, but interviews showing the opposite could not confirm that all workers on the platform are paid the minimum wage.\(^\text{13}\)

Platforms are only awarded a point when they can satisfactorily demonstrate implementation of the Fairwork principles. Failing to achieve a point does not mean that a platform does not comply, but that it was not able to demonstrate compliance. Points are not awarded if there are ambiguities or contradictions between what platforms and workers report. Where there is no data, the score is zero.

The goal is to publish yearly rankings. Fieldwork has now been carried out to apply the second annual rankings to platforms in South Africa and a league table of scores is publicly available.\(^\text{14}\) Eleven platforms were scored during the second year. Of these, there were two ride-hailing platforms (Uber and Bolt), two domestic work platforms (Domestly and SweepSouth), one digital recruitment platform (NoSweat), one trade directory platform (GetTOD), one micro-work and mystery shopping platform (M4Jam) and four delivery platforms (Picup, UberEats, Mr D, and Orderin). Both annual league tables show platforms scoring across a wide range. In the second year, the highest-scoring platforms, NoSweat, GetTOD and SweepSouth, achieved 8 out of 10, while the lowest, Mr D, received 0.

After two annual scoring rounds, it is clear that the appeal to reputation has led some of the platforms to engage further with the project and implement changes. In our second year of rating, seven out of eleven platforms engaged in an iterative process with researchers and provided evidence to support their scores. Two companies, GetTOD and NoSweat, wanted to do better in encouraging worker voice on the platform (the fifth principle), and thus agreed to adopt a worker-facing policy to facilitate collective representation and bargaining. These platforms have also gone beyond the minimum wage requirement set in the first principle, to guarantee workers a living wage. Other platforms have codified disciplinary and grievance procedures in their terms and conditions, ensuring due process for workers. Yet others have already indicated their desire to improve their position on the league table next year, and proactively approached Fairwork for advice on how to do so.

\(^{13}\) Graham and others, above, n 12.

PART III DEVELOPING DECENT WORK STANDARDS FOR PLATFORM WORKERS

As well as examining alternative pathways to change, a key contribution of the project is its formulation of the standards themselves. The challenges of crafting appropriate standards of decent work for platform workers are well-known. Labour law standards generally have a typical ‘employee’ in mind—working full-time, with defined hours in a defined workplace with other workers and clear lines of management. Platform workers generally exhibit very different characteristics. Their hours of work are fluid. The workplace (the car, bicycle or computer) is often owned or hired by the worker rather than the platform. For domestic workers, it is a different private house each day. Lines of management are complex and often obscure; and customer reviews play a central role in performance evaluation. Workers bear almost all the costs of their work, such as the mobile phone, data services, vehicle, insurance, fuel, supplies, and safety equipment.

Until now, much legal effort has been focused on squeezing platform workers through the gateway to employment rights by demonstrating that they fit the definition of ‘employee’ or ‘worker’. This wrongly assumes that, once through the gateway, employment standards can be applied to platform workers in identical forms to those applying to standard employees. It also leaves out of account the right to decent work of workers who cannot get through the gateway, or prefer not to be. Fairwork’s formulation of the rating principles therefore consciously aims to provide standards which are appropriate for the specific needs and situation of platform workers. This is not, however, done in a vacuum. Legal standards are the starting point, which, matched with the experience of platform workers, produce a changed but recognizable set of standards. Ultimately, the objective is for these new standards to be read back into existing labour law to ensure decent work for all, regardless of how they are characterized. This process is elaborated below.

Fair Pay

The starting point is to extend the statutory minimum wage to platform workers irrespective of the employment status of the worker. The first point is awarded if the platform pays at least the minimum wage, or there is a policy requiring payment above this level. We address the specific situation of platform workers by including in the minimum wage calculation both direct hours and indirect hours, such as travelling to a task or waiting between tasks.15

The second point is specifically responsive to the fact that platform workers are largely responsible for their own costs. Gross weekly pay might appear to be above the minimum wage, but work-related costs can substantially reduce this amount.

Average pay levels in our second year South African sample were R48 per hour, significantly above the minimum wage of R20.76 (£1.06) per hour. However, these dropped to an average of R21 per hour once work-related costs were taken into account. This was particularly problematic for delivery drivers: over 75 per cent of those we interviewed were earning below the minimum wage after costs. Some were in fact losing money on longer delivery drops as costs exceeded payment.  


17 Note, however, that higher paying platforms are under-represented in our interviews.

18 But see Competition Commission South Africa Market Inquiry into Land Based Public Passenger Transport (http://www.compcom.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/PROVISIONAL-REPORT-ON-E-HAILING-AND-METERED-TAXIS-19February2020-NON-CONFIDENTIAL-VERSION1.pdf), para 7.5 for evidence from 2018 that some Uber drivers were sometimes earning less than the minimum wage. Our evidence was from 2019.


Fair Conditions

This principle focuses on health and safety. Defining this for platform workers is complex, since platforms generally transfer the cost of acquiring and maintaining a ‘workplace’ to the worker, whether it be in the form of a vehicle, bicycle, or computer at the worker’s home. Principle 2 is therefore not bound to the notion of workplace. Instead, for the first point, the platform should identify the task-specific risks that arise for the worker and demonstrate that there are policies or practices in place that protect workers from these risks. In South Africa, a major risk is from crime and road accidents. Problems with clients were also identified in the fieldwork, as well as dangerous pets and allergies for domestic workers.\(^\text{22}\) For the second point, platforms should go beyond basic risk mitigation and take proactive measures to protect and promote the health and safety of workers. This must be evidenced through a documented policy. Seven platforms were awarded the first point. SweepSouth and Uber received an additional point for proactive measures, such as making available affordable health insurance policies and an in-app panic button.

Fair Contracts

Access to a statement of terms and conditions of work is a key right for standard employees.\(^\text{23}\) For platform workers, simply accessing their terms of employment remains a problem. Even more challenging is the fact that the digitally-mediated nature of the work makes it very easy to change these terms. Workers report that they are regularly presented with updated terms and conditions and are required to signify consent before they can log on to start work. The conditions are long and complex, and given the trade-off between working and spending time reading the terms, the choice is invariably to simply agree.

To obtain the first point, therefore, the platform must show that terms and conditions are transparent, concise, and provided to workers in an accessible form. Nine platforms provided workers with continual access to their contract. Some, including NoSweat and Picup, had made a particular effort to reduce overly complicated language. For the other two—Bolt and Mr D, we could not find evidence that workers were able to read their contracts after signing by tick-box.

The second point attempts to address the widespread misclassification of workers as self-employed. To obtain this point, a platform must accurately characterize the nature of the worker’s relationship, assessed using criteria taken from the South African definition of employee.\(^\text{24}\) Given the extent of contestation of this definition in courts, this has been challenging to determine. Even more challenging are cases when the

\(^{22}\) Heeks et al, above n 15.

\(^{23}\) See e.g. UK Employment Rights Act 1996, s.1; SA Basic Conditions of Employment Act 1997, (BCEA) s33.

\(^{24}\) BCEA, s1.
characterization as self-employed is accurate. To devise an alternative criterion for contractual integrity, we decided to focus on the widespread practice by platforms of limiting their own contractual liability by incorporating wide-ranging exemption clauses in terms of service. For this, we drew from the principle of limiting unfair contract terms in consumer contracts. Thus, where workers are genuinely self-employed, the platform must evidence that terms of service are free of clauses which unreasonably exclude platform liability.

All the workers interviewed were formally classified as self-employed. Yet the large majority exhibited clear signs of employment. As many as 41 interviewees worked for only one platform and were dependent on it economically. The workers were also under a significant degree of control or direction from the platform, and it was easily arguable that the app represented an important part of the ‘tools of the trade’ for the purposes of the definition. This misclassification of the workers was reflected in the fact that only two of the platforms was awarded the second point under the contract principle. Nevertheless, of the 29 workers who responded, 16 preferred to be seen as independent contractors. This could be because they conflate self-employed status with the flexibility which they value, even if it is illusory in practice, or because they have imbibed the rhetoric of the platform economy, and regard themselves as entrepreneurs. This reinforces the need to fashion decent work standards for all workers, regardless of classification.

**Fair Management**

Reflecting the need to capture fair procedures, the first point is awarded if there is evidence of documented processes through which workers can be heard, appeal decisions affecting them and be informed of the reasons for decisions. The platform interface must feature a channel for workers to communicate with the platform and a process for workers to appeal disciplinary decisions or deactivations. In the case of deactivations, the appeals process must be available to workers who no longer have access to the platform. Six platforms were awarded this first point. In relation to the other platforms, some workers had experienced arbitrary deactivation, while others did not have access to an appeals process through the platform interface. Some interviewees reported that although channels of communication existed, platforms were slow to respond or unresponsive.

The additional point under this heading concerns equity in the management process. To achieve this point, there must be evidence that the platform is actively
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26 GetTOD appeared to exercise no specific control over the manner of performance and did not use customer reviews to deactivate or penalise workers, and NoSweat appeared genuinely limited to facilitating contact and ensuring payment. This contrasts with the German study, which finds that many workers are accurately classified as employees.
seeking to prevent discrimination against workers from disadvantaged groups. In the first year, this also included the right to be informed of data. Only four platforms were awarded this point and all achieved it in relation to fair data collection.

For the second year, these results led us to consider how the criteria could be more responsive to platform workers’ experience, particularly in relation to the use of algorithms, the risk of discrimination by third party consumers and the high degree of gender segregation. The revised ranking principle thus has five criteria. Firstly, there should be a policy which guarantees that the platform will not discriminate against persons on the grounds of race, gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, religion or belief, age or any other status which is protected against discrimination in local law.27

The second criterion aims to address the particularly challenging issue of gender segregation. There is a high degree of gender segregation among the platforms we assessed, with the delivery and ride-hailing platforms being overwhelmingly male and the domestic worker platforms overwhelmingly female. To respond to this, the second criterion requires that, where there is significant under-representation of a disadvantaged group, the platform should have a plan to identify and remove barriers to access by persons from that group, resulting in improved representation. A good illustration is an Indian food-delivery platform reported to have specifically attempted to recruit more women.28 Having identified obstacles to recruitment of women as including the dangers of the job, the absence of a women-friendly environment and the need for specific training, it reportedly identified ‘safe zones’ for women to operate in and allows them to complete their deliveries by 6 pm. In addition, it is putting in place a dedicated helpline for any concerns, and appointing more women in managerial roles. It claims to have hired 2000 women under this policy.

The third criterion requires the platform to do more than simply have a policy on non-discrimination. It must also take practical measures to promote equality of opportunity for workers from disadvantaged groups, including reasonable accommodation for pregnancy, disability, and religion or belief. We address algorithms in the fourth criterion: if algorithms are used to determine access to work or remuneration, these should be transparent and should not result in inequitable outcomes for workers from historically or currently disadvantaged groups.

Addressing the risk of customer discrimination is challenging. The platform itself cannot be held to be responsible for users’ discriminatory policies. Instead, according to the fifth criterion, the platform must have mechanisms to reduce the risk of users discriminating against any group of workers in accessing and carrying out work. A platform could require users to sign up to its ethic of non-discrimination when they use the platform; encourage workers to rate users, including in relation to non-discrimination; give clear support to workers’ experiencing discrimination and, where possible, refuse to

27 SA Constitution, s.9; PEPUDA, ch.2.
continue to supply services to users who have been discriminating against workers. For example, in India, a food delivery platform reportedly refused to give a refund or provide an alternative rider when a user objected to a receiving their order from a Muslim delivery rider.²⁹

In the second year, three South African platforms achieved this point—SweepSouth, Picup, and M4Jam. Picup was able to evidence initiatives to recruit more women couriers, while M4Jam could show that equity was inherent to its ethos; the platform was set up as a way to extend economic opportunities to disadvantaged communities, and has a majority of black women workers.

**Fair Representation**

There are numerous obstacles to collective organization for platform workers. Not only do workers often work alone; but they are frequently in competition with each other for scarce work. Platforms can easily deactivate workers they regard as disruptive. Thus to obtain the first fair representation point, there must be no evidence of freedom of association being prevented by the platform, or of a refusal by the platform to communicate with designated representatives of workers. Workers should not be subject to detriment or discrimination for organizing and associating with one another. In addition, a documented process through which worker voice can be expressed should be evidenced. Six platforms received the first point for fair representation.

The second point is more demanding. It requires the platform to publicly recognize an independent, collective body of workers; as well as not having refused to participate in collective representation or bargaining. Where such organizations do not exist, the platform must sign a public statement of its willingness to recognize a collective body of workers or trade union. None of the platforms recognized a union or any other collective body. However, two formally indicated their willingness to engage with such a body. One posted a statement to this effect on its website, and another encoded it in its contract. While these efforts are encouraging, the overall absence of representation is particularly concerning. Without the ability for workers themselves to articulate, demand and monitor decent work standards, other methods of implementation, both through public rating and legal rights, will remain limited.

Interviews with workers revealed an even lower level of collective organization. The nature of the work made an important difference. None of the NoSweat freelancers had met up with others, either physically or within a chat group, a finding which is consistent with the relative isolation of digital gig workers reported elsewhere.³⁰ Domestic workers were similarly isolated. They rarely had an opportunity to physically meet each other as a group. Their WhatsApp groups were run by the platform, making it impossible to have


³⁰ Graham et al, above n 12.
independent interaction. By contrast, delivery and taxi drivers have waiting areas where they are able to congregate, and most were in chat-groups specific to their platform and nationality. The content of interaction was more likely to be about everyday aspects of the work outside the control of the platforms, such as warnings about traffic or police, tips on good areas or times to get business or help with repairing cars or bikes. Of the minority of interactions relating directly to work conditions, levels of payment dominated. This reflected the foremost demand of platform workers for better pay. Official collective representation was almost non-existent. However, we found some unconventional examples of worker organization. A number of delivery drivers we talked to belonged to a ‘stokvel’, or a self-run savings group where members make regular contributions of a small amount to a shared account and the group decides how the money is spent. In this case, the funds are paid out as compensation for loss of income if one of the group is injured on the road. In some cases we heard funds had gone towards supporting the families of drivers who had been killed.

One notable finding was the general view of interviewees on unions. In the first year, only three out of 70 workers expressed an interest in joining a union, whereas in the second year this was true for more than half the workers interviewed. This is a striking increase and could indicate a growing consciousness of the potential of collective action among platform workers.

PART IV: FROM RATING PRINCIPLES TO LEGALLY BINDING STANDARDS

To what extent then can the experience of rating principles be used to frame legally binding standards? Only the beginnings of a response can be provided here. So far as fair pay goes, there is already some precedent in the UK for including waiting hours in determining minimum pay,\(^31\) and this should be generalized to platform workers. Likewise, it has been accepted that time spent by workers who travel from one assignment to the next during the day is counted as time when the minimum wage is payable.\(^32\) Where the law does need to move beyond existing boundaries to accommodate platform workers is in recognizing that minimum pay should be calculated after costs have been taken into account.

Similarly, health and safety protection requires adaptation of existing legal frameworks configured around a conception of a place of work under the employer’s control.\(^33\) A particularly helpful precedent is the ILO Violence and Harassment Convention 2019 (C190), which protects ‘workers and other persons in the world of work …
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\(^{31}\) Uber BV v Aslam above n 15.


\(^{33}\) See e.g. UK Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, s.2(2)(d).
irrespective of their contractual status.’ Protection under the Convention extends not only to the workplace, but to all places where workers take rest or meal breaks, work-related trips, commuting to and from work and through work-related communications (including ICT).

It is in the area of contract that there is particular scope for creative development to address the specific concerns of platform workers. The ranking principles require platforms to make the workers’ contract available, but do not specify the content. Legal provisions should go further and set out what specific details the contract should contain.34 Furthermore, the platform should not just be named in the contract, but should be a legal entity within the jurisdiction in which workers’ activities (e.g. driving) take place. This would avoid claims by the platform to be based in a different jurisdiction for the purposes of legal liability.35

Nor is it necessary to remain within the bounds of employment law. Contract law has useful elements which could be drawn on to regulate the relationship between platforms and platform workers. One example could be to extrapolate from consumer protection legislation, which regulates terms which are unfair or unreasonable.36 A further well-recognized contractual principle is that of unconscionability. This principle was directly relied on in Heller v Uber,37 where the Supreme Court of Canada held that an arbitration clause requiring all disputes to be settled in the Netherlands was unconscionable. The doctrine of unconscionability permits a Court to strike down a contractual clause where there is clear inequality of bargaining power, leading to a bargain which unduly advantages the stronger party or unduly disadvantages the more vulnerable. Both these criteria were fulfilled in this case. There was clearly inequality of bargaining power: Heller, a food delivery worker in Toronto, was in no position to re-negotiate the standard-form contract presented to him by Uber. Moreover, the arbitration clause clearly unduly disadvantaged Heller, who could only resolve a dispute with Uber by paying a large up-front administrative fee, amounting to almost his whole annual income, leaving aside the cost of travel, accommodation, legal representation and lost wages.38

In relation to fair management and non-discrimination, the role of algorithms is a key challenge for future regulation. There should be at least a legal requirement that workers be made aware of the criteria which are used and how they are used. From the other direction, our fieldwork demonstrated clearly that reputational pressure is not sufficient to be sure that internal processes might not be fully implemented. They need to be backed up by the possibility of external enforcement through access to a

34 See UK Employment Relations Act 1996, s.1.
35 Contrast NUPSAW obo Mostert v Uber South Africa Technology Services (Pty) Ltd, Uber B.V. & Uber International Holding B.V. WECT 18234-18, 31 May 2018 (South African Labour Court) and Uber BV v Aslam above n 14 and see Fredman and du Toit, above n 14.
36 See e.g. the UK Unfair Contract Terms Act and the South African Consumer Protection Act.
37 Uber Technologies v Heller 2020 SCC 16 Supreme Court of Canada.
38 Ibid; paras 53ff.
fair and accessible dispute resolution mechanism at no cost or at an affordable cost to the worker.

Finally, so far as fair representation is concerned, much thought still needs to be given to ways of facilitating collective representation, and protecting individuals against victimization. This is one area where technology can be enabling.

PART V: CONCLUSION: COMPLEMENTARY PATHWAYS TO CHANGE

It is clear that we have had some positive impact in persuading platforms to change some of their practices as a result of exposure to the rating principles. The rating principles are also helpful in providing the basis for legal regulation of platform work which responds to the specific needs and characteristics of this kind of work. It is now time to take the next steps, to generalize these principles in the form of binding legal standards.
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